Off down to London. Meet ashen faced col leagues in similar stage of fugue. Sit down in allocated place and realise from photo how dramatically appearance has changed since first sitting the Exam (I.e. older, more haggard). Turn over the Exam paper and attempt to remain conscious. None of the hotly predicted essay questions appear . . . move on to short answers, and feel that have revised totally the wrong topics . . . rush through the MCQs des perately looking for a question that is recognis able . . . wonder whether to commit suicide before or after the Clinical.
May 11: Clinicals
Patient co-operative and helpful, but imagine examiners writing "FAIL"on the forms.
June
Go on holiday to miss the results. Despondent to see big fat envelope on the doormat and assume that it contains more re-application forms. Feel profoundly shocked to see that the College only want another sum of money to allow me to use the letters "MRC Psych" after my name . 
